This contains all of my sketches for the project
Currently, all the data is there; however, I still need to add the filenames of the pictures of the shoes to the CSV and I haven’t finished inputting the RGB color codes for every shoe (this has to be done manually). Nevertheless, all the data points are loading and displaying the inputted colors.

I haven’t finished coding all the different sorting layouts yet, but if you click on the page, you can see that SoftFloat is working and that I have started coding the layout of the sorting by release year.
"Lights up" when selected

List year box cut price above

May include price?

Include graphic with colors?

Translucent description of shoe when clicked on

Points still visible underneath

"Graph" price vs. time

Soldier pairs are generally more expensive
*Refer to the past sketches for layout sketches for the headings: list, year, box, and cut—I didn’t change any of the point locations, only the locations of the picture/details/headers.
LIST/HOME VIEW

- Points randomly scattered → change when you click position

Points in shape of shoe

"Swoosh"
clicking on a point brings up a text box w/ info

[Diagram: Graph with "Price" on the y-axis and "Time" on the x-axis. A square labeled "func." is connected by an arrow to a circle.]